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Host Susan says:
Mission Summary

The Away Team has returned to the USS Thomas.  After decontamination, they began working on the antidote to for the bio-agent infecting the Breen refugees.

The Cardassians in the Brig continue to assert that the Breen attacked first.  They also state that they were intercepting the Breen vessel to prevent them from entering Cardassian space and reaching their destination.  The destination has been ascertained to be a small-unpopulated system on the fringe of Cardassian space.

A shuttle carrying Federation survivors from the USS Daigon was recovered.  The survivors insist that they were caught in the Breen/Cardassian crossfire.

Host Susan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Walker says:
::brushing off hands and entering turbolift::  Computer:  Bridge.

CMO_Mahl says:
::In Medical Lab 1, working on the antidote to the Breen bio-agent::

CO_Regnum says:
::on the bridge sitting in the command chair:;

Gul_Kersplat says:
::while sitting in the brig, starts wondering why he has such a horrible last name::

EO_Hoyt says:
::walks into sick bay:: CMO: Hey doc...

OPS_Walker says:
::exits the turbolift onto the bridge and over to Operations::

Host FCO_Jankara says:
::at her station on the bridge, double-checking her systems::

SO_Miller says:
::Assisting the CMO in finding an antidote::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I find it strange that the Breen would use an agent that has an antidote,

EO_Hoyt says:
Computer: Location Doctor Mahl?

CMO_Mahl says:
::Continues to replicate the antidote::

Gul_Kersplat says:
::hums to himself::

SO_Miller says:
CMO: I agree sir. I just hope that you can make one before it's too late for all those Breen.

FCO_Jankara says:
::finishes her systems check, finding everything operational::

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Lt. Snipershot/Lt. Bullseye: Sniper, you will supervise the Brig and Bullseye you will take Sickbay. No one is to enter either place except the CO, CMO, or XO without my authorization. Is that clear?

OPS_Walker says:
::logs in and sees a request for guest quarters, and assigns them appropriately::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: That shouldn't be a problem.  Its just time consuming...

EO_Hoyt says:
::walks out finding he is in the lab and enters the Lab:: CMO: Hey doc...

Lt. Snipershot says:
TO: Yes sir. 

Lt. Bullseye says:
TO: No entry without your authorization except the CO, XO and CMO.

CMO_Mahl says:
::turns to see the EO:: EO: Good day, what can I do for you?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Lt. Snipershot/Lt. Bullseye: Dismissed.

EO_Hoyt says:
CMO: Just wanted to say thank you again. Seeing as that I didn't get to do it yesterday....got to go...due on the bridge

OPS_Walker says:
::sends a text message to the FCO::  Text:  Hey you!  Turn around!  ::wink::

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::Lt. Snipershot and Lt. Bullseye leave the bridge to take their posts::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The power plant on the Breen vessel begins to put out more power and the ship's propulsion systems resume their previous course.

CMO_Mahl says:
EO: Very good, sir.  And, congrats.

EO_Hoyt says:
::walks out and heads for the bridge::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: Now, where were we?

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, looks like the Breen vessel is resuming course, sir.

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Do you know if we are going to administer the antidote to the Breen or return their vessel to Starfleet then administer it sir?

Gul_Kersplat says:
::stands up and touches the force field, just to make sure it's really there::

FCO_Jankara says:
::receives the message but sends one of her own instead of turning around:: Text: Can I help you Lt....um...I'm sorry what was your name again?

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I am not sure.  The Captain hasn't told me yet.

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Why? How did the systems restore?

CO_Regnum says:
FCO: Follow them

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Either way we need to finish one sir.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  It's...regenerating somehow, sir.  Scanning with the enhanced sensors now...

FCO_Jankara says:
CO: Aye Sir. ::engages engines to follow the Breen::

EO_Hoyt says:
::sits down at the Engineering station on the bridge:: CO: Sir...It could be the power packs we used to get there bio-pods online and stable.

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: How correct you are.  We have everything we need.  We just have to get it all mixed, and let it set for a bit.

Lt. Snipershot says:
::arrives at brig.

CO_Regnum says:
TO: What's the status of their weapons, more particularly, what's the status of THE Weapon?

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::Continues looking at DNA strands::

FCO_Jankara says:
::resists the urge to look over her shoulder to see if Johnny got her message::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, it has an organic component to the power plant and propulsion...it's healing.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::sits back down::

CMO_Mahl says:
::configures the computer to mix the chemicals for the antidote in a precise way, then goes to his office to check on a few things::

Lt. Snipershot says:
Gul_Kersplat: I'm here to ask you some questions.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::stands up, towering over the young lieutenant:: Snipershot: Oh really?

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I will be back shortly.  I need to check on a few things in my office.  I know this part is boring, but just sit tight and make sure the computer doesn’t mess anything up.

CMO_Mahl says:
::heads back to his office in sickbay::

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::Monitoring the computer::

EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: The power relays that we used over there couldn't have helped?

Lt. Snipershot says:
Gul_Kersplat: Yes, really. Sit down.

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Time till complete healing?

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Doctor Mahl to Captain Regnum.

Gul_Kersplat says:
Snipershot: Ummm.. my answer is no. ::continues to stand:: Snipershot: Unless of course you're going to take down the force field and make me.. ::grins::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  From these readings sir...about...an hour.

FCO_Jankara says:
::follows the Breen carefully::

CO_Regnum says:
FCO: ETA to Cardassian space?

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The Breen vessel slowly increases speed as the propulsion systems heal themselves.

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain...I have a feeling that the power relays we left over there might have had something to do with the regeneration. I feel responsible.

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO* Yes Doctor?

Lt. Snipershot says:
::disengages the field, steps inside, and reengages the field.:: Gul_Kersplat: I don't like to repeat myself. I said SIT DOWN!

FCO_Jankara says:
CO: ETA is 20 minutes Sir.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::continues to stand:: Snipershot: If you hit me, I can hit back.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* I just wanted to let you know that the antidote will be finished within the hour.  Have you decided how and when we will administer it?

EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Walker...John...please tell me those relays didn't have anything to do with it?

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: That may become more difficult doctor, the Breen ship seems to be repairing itself and has resumed its course towards Cardassian space.

OPS_Walker says:
EO:  Okay, they had nothing to do with it. ::grins::

Lt. Snipershot says:
We can do this the easy way or the hard way, the choice is yours.

EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Yeah...nice way to make me feel good...seriously. 

CMO_Mahl says:
::Kicks himself for not realizing the Breen ship can heal itself:: *CO* I never thought about that, sir.  The Breen vessel can heal itself.

Host Susan says:
ACTION: Automated voice messages begin to be emitted from the Breen vessel.  

Gul_Kersplat says:
::continues to stand:: Snipershot: Do I have to? I'm just so much more comfortable this way!

OPS_Walker says:
EO:  No worries, Lan.  I was being accurate.  It's not the relays.  Promise.

CO_Regnum says:
TO: Any sign of any more Cardassian warships?

CMO_Mahl says:
::quickly returns to the lab:: 

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, there's an automated message coming from the vessel now

EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Okay...now we just got to find out why it's regenerating...::sits and thinks::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: We have a problem.  The Breen ship has healed itself, and is moving under its own power again.

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Any way we can stop it sir?

OPS_Walker says:
EO:  I'm sending you the sensor data from the modified sensors now.  ::taps a few keys::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I'm a doctor, not a tactical officer!  

Gul_Kersplat says:
Snipershot: Remember, I've done nothing to you Lieutenant. Hurt me and I'll bring you up on charges from the Cardassian government. Hell, even holding me here could be considered an act of war...

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::as Lt. Snipershot is about to answer, the massive 7 foot 1 inch form of one Lieutenant MJ Doole appears in the doorway. Lt. Snipershot/Gul_Kersplat: IS there a problem, gentlemen?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::lowers force field, steps inside, reengages force field::

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Translate and put on speakers

EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Got it. ::reads over the information::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Translation banks online...on speakers....

CMO_Mahl says:
::Leaves the lab, and goes back to his office::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, I think I’ve go it...coming up now...

COMM Speaker says:
We are Breen refugees seeking to build a new life away from the tyranny of the current government. Our ally, Viceroy Alder G'noman, is recording this message for us. We have managed to locate a small planet within an unpopulated system that is similar to our home world. That is our destination. Once we arrive at that point, our ship will be destroyed in order to destroy the last vestige of the vile homeland weapons from our live

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Lt. Snipershot: You...Outside. Now! ::Snipershot leaves:: Gul_Kersplat: Now, what is the problem?

Gul_Kersplat says:
TO: I don't have a problem, Lieutenant. I just prefer to stand in the confines of my cell if I so choose.

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain...that ship will be fully functional in 40 minuets

CO_Regnum says:
Self: the Cardassians are unlikely to let them do that

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Are there any suitable uninhabited planets on the Federation side of the border that they might be able to choose?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: The problem was over whether you stood or sat down?

SO_Miller says:
::Knocking on the CMO's office door::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: enter.

FCO_Jankara says:
::watches the sensors carefully, keeping a close eye on the Breen::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Their speed is slowly increasing as they heal and the healing process it's self is slowly speeding up

SO_Miller says:
::Enters the CMO's office:: CMO: What if we introduce the virus the Breen are infected with into the systems that are repairing themselves, it might slow the process sir.

CO_Regnum says:
EO: Remarkable technology, what about their shields?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::low growl:: I will deal with him later. I could care less whether or not you stand or sit.

CMO_Mahl says:
::thinks for a moment::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, there's a planet...about...two days from here.  But I'll have to hack in to their system and redirect their navigational controls...

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: That might work, assuming that the bio systems on that ship have Breen DNA in them.

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Remarkable technology isn't the word. Shields are still down. For the moment

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Do it.

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: I would prefer it if we sat and talked, makes it much easier to look you face to face, but if you prefer to stand, the choice is yours

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: It's worth a try.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Captain, the SO has a plan that just might work on the Breen ship.

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: Can the counteragent you are developing be introduced atmospherically?

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Sensors detect a shift in the power output aboard the Breen vessel as their life support systems resume their function.

Gul_Kersplat says:
TO: Thank you.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  On it.  ::calls up a command shell and starts echoing the standard locations for remote stations::
 
EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain....There life support is back online...

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Yes, that is possible, but it would have to get into the pods as well, and they are sealed.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::takes a seat:: TO: Now, you, or him ::points to Snipershot:: wanted to ask some questions?

Host Susan says:
ACTION: The power to the stasis pods increase as they begin to cycle down.

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: If it was introduced atmospherically, and we released the Breen from their Stasis pods, would the agent act fast enough on them?

OPS_Walker says:
::runs a basic low-level access script through the translation banks and then to the echo-returns::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: This can't be good either....it looks like the Stasis pods are beginning to cycle down....

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Yes, that should work, Sir.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Walker is able to gain entrance to the Breen systems.

CO_Regnum says:
EO: Time till they are awake?

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: We need to do it quickly doctor, the stasis pods are starting to power down.

EO_Hoyt says:
::gets a grim look on his face:: CO: 30 minuets sir

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I need you to go to the lab, and prepare that antidote for atmospheric deployment.

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: ::points to Snipershot:: Him? He'll be lucky to still be an Ensign when I get through with him later. Right now, I'd like to ask you some questions, starting  with why you attacked the Breen?

OPS_Walker says:
Self:  Bingo.  I'm in...  ::starts to navigate and learn the basic directory structure::

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Walker is able to access the navigation controls.

SO_Miller says:
::Preparing the antidote::

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Sir, we are preparing the antidote to be use atmospherically.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  I've got the main navigation controls, sir.  Redirecting to the planet inside Federation space...

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Well done Mr. Walker

Gul_Kersplat says:
TO: Do we have to go over this again?!? They attacked us first!

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  All part of the service, sir.  ::grins::

SO_Miller says:
CMO: The antidote is ready for release anytime, sir.

FCO_Jankara says:
::sends a message to Johnny's console:: Text: Yes, very well done.

FCO_Jankara says:
::smiles and goes back to work::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: Very good.  I will inform the captain.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Sir, this is Doctor Mahl.  The antidote is ready for whenever you wish to deploy it.

EO_Hoyt says:
::continues to monitor the power output on the Breen ship::

OPS_Walker says:
::texts the FCO::  Text:  Not as well done as that pizza we're having later I hope...;)

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::sighs:: Gul_Kersplat: Now, you and I both know that isn't true. You attacked the Breen first.

FCO_Jankara says:
::sends another text to OPS:: Text: You are volunteering to cook?  Thank you very much Lieutenant.

FCO_Jankara says:
::tries not to grin while she's working::

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: Good, let's do it.

Gul_Kersplat says:
TO: They were about to violate our space!  It was clearly in defense, surely you can see that!

EO_Hoyt says:
::thinks:: Self: Wonder if we could emit a energy dampening field around them to slow them?

OPS_Walker says:
::replies in text to FCO::  Text:  Oh yes,  I volunteer to clean up too.  You're welcome, Lieutenant. ::winks::

FCO_Jankara says:
::glances over her shoulder and winks at Johnny::

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: I see. Might I enlighten you to the fact that I am a Betazoid. A full Betazoid at that. It is impossible for you to lie to me.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Sir, how do you intend to get the antidote onto that ship?

OPS_Walker says:
::smirks and winks at the FCO::

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: Now. I want to know what happened. The truth this time.

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: What form is it in? Could we beam it in?

OPS_Walker says:
~~~FCO:  Of course it's beyond me why we text message.  maybe it's the attraction of the keyboard?  ::chuckles::~~~

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The stasis pods continue wake up cycle.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO*: Right now, it’s in a gaseous state in sealed containers.

FCO_Jankara says:
~~~OPS: Naw, I think it's the thrill of possibly getting caught by the CO.~~~

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain I have an idea

Gul_Kersplat says:
::stands and begins to pace:: TO: So, you take me, Gul Kersplat, as a prisoner of your.... Federation.. then decide to ask me questions, which I truthfully answer, and now you don't believe me?!?!

SO_Miller says:
CMO: I could go over to open the containers if need be sir.

Host Susan says:
ACTION: Kersplat begins hearing a loud buzzing in his mind.

OPS_Walker says:
~~~FCO: If you want risk, we can always make out in the head, Lieutenant...~~~  ::smirks broadly::

CMO_Mahl says:
SO: I would suggest that you set up a force field around those containers first.  we don’t want to lose any of the antidote.  we could drop the field a second before the beam out.

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: If I could generate a large enough Energy dampening field around the Breen ship...it might slow them down enough to give us some more time.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::clutches his forehead in agony and sits down::

Gul_Kersplat says:
Self: Argh...ow...

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::prepares the force field::

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* Sir, we are preparing the containers of the antidote.  We will erect a force field around them, then remove the lids.  just before beam out, we will drop the field.

FCO_Jankara says:
~~~OPS: Heh, I think the CO would notice both of us gone.~~~

CO_Regnum says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged, please hurry doctor, I don't know how long it will be before their shields come up and we will no longer be able to beam the containers in there.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Doole drops to his knees in pain as he feels Kersplat's agony.

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: You are the Commanding Off... ::stops mid-sentence:: I am sensing something. *CMO*: medical Emergency in the Brig. Cell 227-A.

CMO_Mahl says:
*CO* give us two minutes Sir.

OPS_Walker says:
~~~FCO:  Yeah, likely.  Might be fun to try, though...~~~

FCO_Jankara says:
::quietly hits a button on her console::

CMO_Mahl says:
*TO* On my way.  SO: I have an emergency to tend to.  You will have to contact the captain when all is ready here.

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::focuses his mind away from the pain to "probe" Gul_Kersplat's mind::

CMO_Mahl says:
::Grabs an emergency medkit and heads for the brig::

CO_Regnum says:
::starts feeling pain from somewhere on the ship:: Self: What is that?

SO_Miller says:
CMO: Aye sir.

FCO_Jankara says:
~~~OPS: You think so do you?  I just might take that as a dare.~~~

CMO_Mahl says:
::runs down the corridor, into a turbolift, and orders it to the brig::

OPS_Walker says:
~~~FCO:  What dare?  I don't dare, I challenge.  ::chuckles::  Not as comfortable as home though.~~~

TO_LtMJDoole says:
Gul_Kersplat: Help is on the way.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Doole and Kersplat fall unconscious.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::falls to the deck::

CMO_Mahl says:
::arrives at the brig, orders the guard to lower the force field, and enters::

FCO_Jankara says:
<Pilot Mitchell> ::walks onto the bridge::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain...you okay?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::falls to the deck, on top of Gul_Kersplat::

CO_Regnum says:
EO: Will that effect Mr. Walker's attempts to control their systems?

SO_Miller says:
*CO*: Sir the containers are ready to be transported sir.

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: No sir it shouldn't the connection should stay stable.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  It might, but I've got them going in the right direction now, Sir.

CMO_Mahl says:
::begins a scan of both the TO and the Cardassian::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  Walker manages to get through to the navigation systems.

FCO_Jankara says:
::turns to the CO:: CO: Are you alright Sir?

CO_Regnum says:
*SO*: Proceed

OPS_Walker says:
::executes the new course on the Breen vessel::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The stasis chambers begin the last phase on the wake up cycle.

CO_Regnum says:
FCO: Pain, I think it's from our guests in the brig.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The Breen vessel alters course and follows it's new heading.

SO_Miller says:
*CO*:: Aye sir, transporting now. ::Transports the containers to the Breen vessel::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Sir the chambers are on the last phase of the wake up cycle

FCO_Jankara says:
CO: Perhaps a painkiller from sickbay would be wise Sir? ::moves to the emergency med-kit, leaving Mitchell to cover her post::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Sir, they are headed for ...for their new home.  ::smiles::

CMO_Mahl says:
::checks the scans, and finds a small chip implanted in the skull of the Gul::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The containers of antidote materialize on the Breen vessel.

CO_Regnum says:
EO: Stand by on that field Mr. Hoyt, if this works, I don't want them to think that they are being attacked by us when they wake.

CMO_Mahl says:
::opens his medkit, and retrieves a small tool that allows him to simply remove the chip::

FCO_Jankara says:
::moves to the CO's side with the med-kit:: CO: Sir?  Do you require a painkiller? ::pulls out the tricorder and scans the CO::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Aye sir...Dampening Field on stand by

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The first of the stasis chambers shut down after their occupants exit.

CO_Regnum says:
FCO: No Lieutenant, I'm alright.

CMO_Mahl says:
::Places the chip in a container, seals it, and requests it to be transported to a stasis field in sickbay:: *OPS*: Mr. Walker, there is a small container three feet to my left, can you lock onto it and beam it to the stasis chamber in sickbay please?

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Sir...the first set of chambers have just shut down...I am reading Breen Bio signs over there now

FCO_Jankara says:
::records the tricorder readings and moves to the OPS station::

CO_Regnum says:
EO: What's their status, is the counteragent working?

FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Just to be safe, can you send these readings to sickbay please?  Captains like to act tough.

OPS_Walker says:
::looks up at FCO and smiles::  FCO:  Ask and you shall receive, Lieutenant.

FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Thanks Johnny. ::smiles and brushes his hand as she hands him the tricorder::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The antidote begins pulsing through the Breen ship, taking immediate curative affect on all that awake.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The Breen continue to awake.

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Hail the Breen

OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  No problem, Jaina.  CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::opens a channel::

EO_Hoyt says:
CO: Affirmative Sir....it's going through the ship like blood being pumped through a heart

SO_Miller says:
::Leaves sickbay to report to the science station on the bridge::

CMO_Mahl says:
::continues to scan the TO and the Gul, finding that their vital signs are returning to normal::

OPS_Walker says:
*CMO*:  Aye, Doctor.  ::locks on and beams as per request::

FCO_Jankara says:
::moves back to her station relieving Mitchell:: Mitchell: Stay at an auxiliary station for now please.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Looks like the antidote is doing its job, sir.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The unconscious officers begin to awaken.

SO_Miller says:
TL: Bridge.

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The Breen answer in an undecipherable language.

CMO_Mahl says:
TO/Gul: Both of you just lay still.  You were both knocked unconscious by a chip that was implanted in the skull of Gul Kersplat.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  I'm getting a response, but it's not translating...attempting to clear it up...

SO_Miller says:
::Exits the turbolift on the bridge::

OPS_Walker says:
::runs it through his refining translation tanks::

TO_LtMJDoole says:
::rolls off of Gul_Kersplat, Looks up at CMO:: Gul_Kersplat: You alright? CMO: What happened?

SO_Miller says:
::Walks to the science station and scans the Breen vessel::

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  As near as I can tell, they want to know why the course was changed, and...a thank you for the antidote, sir.

CO_Regnum says:
COM: Breen: Attention Breen Vessel, this is Commander Victor Regnum of the Federation Starship Thomas, We have released a counteragent into your atmosphere that is healing you of a bioagent given to you by your government.

SO_Miller says:
CO: The antidote appears to be working perfectly sir.

CMO_Mahl says:
::Looks at the Gul:: Gul: That is a very good question.  Can you explain the chip that was in your skull?

Gul_Kersplat says:
CMO: What are you talking about? I know of no such chip..

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Same message in response.

CO_Regnum says:
COM: Breen: We have also redirected your ship towards a different suitable planet for your colonization as the Cardassians will not allow you live on the planet you were originally heading for.

FCO_Jankara says:
::does a quick system's check::

CMO_Mahl says:
Gul: I have it sealed in a stasis field in my sickbay.  It appears that it sent out a signal, knocking both of you unconscious.

OPS_Walker says:
~~~::sends romantic thoughts to the FCO::~~~

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Another message of gratitude, sir.

Gul_Kersplat says:
::speaks in his honest tone:: CMO/TO: This is absurd.  It must be some Federation ploy...

CMO_Mahl says:
Gul: I am no engineer, but I do know that the chip was not of Federation origins.

CO_Regnum says:
OPS: Any indication they understand me?

TO_LtMJDoole says:
CMO: What did this chip look like?

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  The tall figure of a Breen officer appears on screen.  

CMO_Mahl says:
TO: It was small, only two centimeters in length.  I have it in sickbay if you wish to study it further.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  I believe they do, sir.  they're responding appropriately at least.

FCO_Jankara says:
~~~OPS: I love you too.~~~

OPS_Walker says:
~~~FCO:  There's always deck 2, sensor subsystems... ::chuckles::~~~

TO_LtMJDoole says:
CMO: The three of us will go and see this chip. ::firmly grabs a hold of Gul_Kersplat's arm and stands him up:: CMO/Gul _Kersplat: Let's go.

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  On screen, sir.

CMO_Mahl says:
TO: After you two.

Breen:
Thomas: We owe you our lives.  We vow that this new world will exist for peace only.  As sign of that pledge this ship will be destroyed after the last is transported to our new home.

FCO_Jankara says:
CO: Sir, I am reading a minor discrepancy in the Flight to Engine relay on deck 3.  Permission to be relieved and check it out personally?

CO_Regnum says:
COM: Breen: We would be happy to assist you with your effort

OPS_Walker says:
CO:  Problem in sensor subsystems.  I'm on my way to deck 2, sir...

Host Susan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


